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Examining the Spatial Variability Problem Examining the Spatial Variability Problem 
“Evaporation Ratio”“Evaporation Ratio”

•• Ratio of instantaneous evaporation to an Ratio of instantaneous evaporation to an 
instantaneous reference evaporation;   instantaneous reference evaporation;   

EERR = = EEii / / EEirefiref

•• ObtainedObtained byby distributing evaporation estimates distributing evaporation estimates 
over space at middayover space at midday

•• Allows for sensitivity analysis of midday Allows for sensitivity analysis of midday 
evaporation relative to derived analytical ratiosevaporation relative to derived analytical ratios



•• Granger Granger –– Gray (1989) methodGray (1989) method
–– Introduced relative evaporation, G (Introduced relative evaporation, G (ratio of actual to ratio of actual to 

potentialpotential); function of the relative drying power, D); function of the relative drying power, D

–– Obs. drive modelObs. drive model; Q* (S; Q* (S↓↓, L, L↓↓,, remote sensing), T, RH, u, remote sensing), T, RH, u, zzoo

–– Does not require soil moisture; offset by radiation balanceDoes not require soil moisture; offset by radiation balance

Estimating EvaporationEstimating Evaporation
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Estimates actual rate of evaporation 
from a non-saturated land surface



•• Product of Wind function and Humidity DeficitProduct of Wind function and Humidity Deficit

–– function offunction of surface roughness and daily wind surface roughness and daily wind 
speedspeed

EEA A “Drying power of the air”“Drying power of the air”
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Midday Analytical Ratios Midday Analytical Ratios 

Albedo ratio;   Albedo ratio;   ααRR = = ααii / / ααiirefref (terrestrial image)(terrestrial image)

LongwaveLongwave ratio;   ratio;   LLRR = = LL↑↑ii / / LL↑↑iirefref (thermal image)(thermal image)

Radiation ratio;   RRadiation ratio;   RRR = f(= f(αα RR, L, LRR))

Roughness ratio;   Roughness ratio;   zzooRR = = zzooii / / zzoioirefref (terrestrial image)(terrestrial image)

Evaporation ratio;   EEvaporation ratio;   ERR = = f(Rf(RRR, , zzooRR))

•• Ratio of instantaneous value to an instantaneous Ratio of instantaneous value to an instantaneous 
reference valuereference value



Spatial Variability of Albedo for SSpatial Variability of Albedo for S↑↑
•• Simplified Simplified CorripioCorripio (2004); tested it for growing season(2004); tested it for growing season

**measured albedo (measured albedo (≈≈ 17 %); 17 %); ααpixelpixel (16+ %);  (16+ %);  ∆∆SS↑↑ ≈≈ 8 W m8 W m--22
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Spatial Variability of LSpatial Variability of L↑↑ from Thermal Imagefrom Thermal Image

Aug 5,2007Aug 5,2007

•• Thermal image; FLIR Camera (7.5 Thermal image; FLIR Camera (7.5 -- 13 13 µµm)m)

LL↑↑ = = εσεσ(Ts+273.15)(Ts+273.15)4  4  ; ; εε = 0.98  ; = 0.98  ; σσ = 5.67 x 10= 5.67 x 10--88

5 m resolution

W m-2

•• --2 2 °°C versus IRTC C versus IRTC 
obsobs; ; ≈≈ 11 W m11 W m--22



•• ZZoo (cm) influences turbulent transfer(cm) influences turbulent transfer
–– Segmented terrestrial image into several classes (Std. Dev. filtSegmented terrestrial image into several classes (Std. Dev. filter); er); 

reclassified into similar roughness reclassified into similar roughness -- applied typical applied typical ZZoo values (cm)values (cm)

5 cm

40 cm

10 cm

Spatial Variability of Roughness HeightSpatial Variability of Roughness Height

5 m resolution

Aug 5, 2007



Sensitivity of Instantaneous Evaporation Sensitivity of Instantaneous Evaporation 
to Midday Analytical Ratiosto Midday Analytical Ratios

•• Evaporation relatively more sensitive to increases in LEvaporation relatively more sensitive to increases in L↑↑
–– 17% increase 17% increase in Lin L↑↑ results in results in ≈≈ 10% reduction in evaporation10% reduction in evaporation;;

similar reduction requires similar reduction requires 50% increase in albedo 50% increase in albedo 

–– Evaporation increases by 10% for Evaporation increases by 10% for ≈≈ 300% increase in roughness300% increase in roughness

Variation of Evaporation Ratio to 
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Distributing Daily Evaporation EstimatesDistributing Daily Evaporation Estimates
“Temporal Transfer Function”“Temporal Transfer Function”

•• To convert instantaneous net radiation to daily net To convert instantaneous net radiation to daily net 
radiation.  Tested using reference values.radiation.  Tested using reference values.

RRRR = Q*= Q*ii / Q*/ Q*irefiref

–– Assumes a linear relationship between Q*Assumes a linear relationship between Q*ii and Q*and Q*dd
with zero intercept with zero intercept 

–– Permits estimation of daily, Q*Permits estimation of daily, Q*dd distributed over distributed over 
space from a reference Q*space from a reference Q*d d value and the radiation value and the radiation 
ratioratio



Daily Q*Daily Q* versusversus Midday Q*Midday Q*



Distributed Daily Radiation MapDistributed Daily Radiation Map
•• Q*Q*dd is a function of the radiation ratio, Ris a function of the radiation ratio, RR R and reference and reference 

value Q*value Q*d_refd_ref

Q*dref

155 W m-2

Q*d = 138 W m-2

NR Lite = 146 W m-2

Q*d = 152 W m-2

CNR1 = 144 W m-2

**
drefRd QRQ ⋅=

Q*d estimated

~ 5 % error

W m-2



Distributed Daily Evaporation MapDistributed Daily Evaporation Map
•• GG--D model (same as in Cold Regions Hydrological Model)D model (same as in Cold Regions Hydrological Model)

Validation site

Eddy Cov
E = 2.2 mm

Granger-Gray 
E ≈ 2.6 mm

Aug 5, 2007Aug 5, 2007
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Distribution of Daily Evaporation for Aug 5 
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Distribution of Daily EvaporationDistribution of Daily Evaporation

cv = 0.068

•• Mean for all Mean for all land surfaceland surface grid cells = 2.6 mmgrid cells = 2.6 mm

–– Evaporation from means for all input values = 2.57 mmEvaporation from means for all input values = 2.57 mm



Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions

•• Distributed daily evaporation estimates Distributed daily evaporation estimates may be may be 
obtainedobtained for large areas using an evaporation for large areas using an evaporation 
ratio approach ratio approach 
–– Demonstrated for a relatively complex Prairie Demonstrated for a relatively complex Prairie 

landscapelandscape

–– Possible to distribute daily evaporation from known Possible to distribute daily evaporation from known 
values at a reference location and a radiation ratiovalues at a reference location and a radiation ratio

–– Estimated daily net radiationEstimated daily net radiation within 5%within 5% of 
measured values at two validation sitestwo validation sites

–– GG--D daily evaporation estimate 0.4 mm higher than D daily evaporation estimate 0.4 mm higher than 
measured value (Eddy Covariance)measured value (Eddy Covariance)



Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions

•• Remotely sensed imagery provides key Remotely sensed imagery provides key 
variables for modelling applicationsvariables for modelling applications

–– Directly calculate surface emitted longwave, Directly calculate surface emitted longwave, 
reflected shortwave, aerodynamic functionreflected shortwave, aerodynamic function; key ; key 
variables variables for calculating evaporationfor calculating evaporation

–– Potential for improving estimates of regional scale Potential for improving estimates of regional scale 
evaporation using remote sensingevaporation using remote sensing


